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Chapter 1
Question 1 Considering various classifications of B2B salespeople, which type of B2B sales role do you believe 

Grace is in?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Trade servicer

Question 2 What is the major difference between the sales approach GAC takes for selling to a key account 
versus the approach it takes for selling to independent accounts? Explain the consequences of this 
difference on both GAC sales reps and sales managers.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer Sales reps are completely responsible for sales to independent accounts. The buying centers 
there are relatively small and reps handle every player involved. On the other hand, large 
key accounts are more complex. The sales rep and manager coordinated on selling to these 
accounts. The buying center is split between a central headquarters where a decision maker 
and controller are located and a local buying center where influencers (like store managers) 
are located. The rep doesn’t typically get much or any interaction with decision makers; he or 
she primarily sells to the account by working the influencer while the sales manager works the 
decision maker. Something else adds complexity to the sale — with very large key accounts, 
the buyer’s central headquarters makes decisions not just for stores in a single territory but for 
stores that extend into other territories. The account’s impression is therefore affected not just 
by a single rep’s relationships with store managers but collectively by the relationships every 
rep involved in the process has with all store managers involved in the process. As a result, 
relationships with very large key accounts can be very complex and very difficult to manage — 
both for the sales manager and any reps involved. 
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Chapter 2
Question 1 Explain the source of the tension between Connor, Jerry, and Cindy. Why is there disagreement 

about territories?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Cindy believes the reps are spread too thin — covering too much territory and missing 
pockets of sales potential. Jerry acknowledges that the “key accounts” add a lot of time/
effort to territories and this has become more challenging with the addition of Americon 
— particularly because territory reps are both supporting that major account (which is 
actually managed by Connor) and all of their normal key accounts and independent accounts 
(managed by the regular territory manager). However, Jerry contends that Cindy’s situation 
in the south is not unique. He faces the same problem up north and argues that unless the 
company makes a strategic decision to expand in the south, there is no reason to handle the 
southern territory any differently than other territories.

Question 2 Whereas Cindy argues that a rep should be added to the southern territories, Greg Woodruff 
suggests that a “workload analysis” would need to be done first. Why? Be specific: what would 
such an analysis need to consider?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Greg Woodruff believes a “workload analysis” would provide the data needed to make a 
territory decision — figuring out if there is market need. A workload analysis is a function of 
how many accounts are in an area, how frequently each account is visited and the selling and 
non-selling time involved in calling each account.

Question 3 While speaking to Connor at the end of chapter 2, Cindy frames this disagreement about territory 
design around its effect both on her reps and on her as a manager. What is her argument?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer For salespeople, poor territory design drives up work hours. If territories are too large, 
reps don’t have sufficient time to spend with each individual account. They can’t invest 
in understanding each account’s unique situation or address their needs. They may stop 
prospecting and could overlook untapped corners of the territory. For sales managers, this 
could lead to problems of related to effectiveness and efficiency. In terms of effectiveness, sales 
managers may be supervising reps who fall below their overall sales potential — reps who are 
neither developing deep relationships with the accounts they are selling to and are missing 
opportunities to cross-sell and up-sell. If they aren’t penetrating the territory, these reps are 
also missing coverage and losing sales to competitors. In terms of efficiency, these reps’ routing 
plans are likely keeping them out on the road, incurring expenses without netting sufficient 
return on the company’s investment.
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Chapter 3
Question 1 Some of the complexity of GAC’s strategy for selling to key accounts is touched upon during 

Grace’s interaction with Mr. Tellis at Middle A. What role does Mr. Tellis play in Middle A’s 
buying process? How does Grace’s relationship with Mr. Tellis play a role in Middle A’s purchase 
decisions?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer As store manager, Mr. Tellis influences Middle A’s buying decision. He isn’t the decider, the 
buyer, the controller, etc. — they are likely located in the company’s centralized buying center 
— but he is very close to the purchase. He sees firsthand how Middle A’s purchase of products 
succeed or fail — he knows which products sell well, which don’t and how the market responds 
to various offerings across store categories. Grace’s relationship with Mr. Tellis can have a 
strong effect on Middle A’s perception of GAC’s ability to address the store’s need. Her help 
with promotions, positioning of products, etc. all affect Mr. Tellis’s willingness to seek out her 
advice and counsel and his willingness to listen to her ideas about potential product solutions.

Question 2 Assess the relationship between the various internal departments represented at the quarterly 
sales meeting. How does each department serve the others?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer There is friction between sales, sales enablement and marketing. Specifically, there appears 
to be a power struggle between sales and marketing — both seem to want control over 
enablement — and enablement wants to carve out its own identity. The organization explains 
that each have to work together — servicing each other — marketing should develop the 
brands and work with enablement to integrate messaging into customer-facing material, sales 
needs to provide customer contact and bring back market info to marketing and enablement 
has to provide a way to present the data so sales can better communicate with customers. 
There needs to be a better spirit of “boundarylessness.”

Question 3 From a sales management perspective, why is it important for GAC’s intraorganizational 
departmental relationships to be healthy?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer GAC’s ability to serve its market is dependent in part on its ability to function internally. 
Because sales is frontline, directly interfacing with the customer, its success will depend on 
how well it can directly address customer need. It cannot do this on its own. It relies on a well-
calibrated “up stream” operation. Sales needs to bring market information back to marketing, 
for example, so marketing can integrate this firsthand information into research it is compiling 
on the market. This information needs to be shared with product development, so that the 
company can ensure its solutions are aimed at real customer problems. On the other hand, 
marketing needs to share what it knows with sales so that sales is speaking to the customer in a 
way that is consistent with the brand’s positioning.
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Question 4 How are GAC sales reps helped or hurt by the functioning of the company’s intraorganizational 
departmental relationships?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer A salesperson’s sales potential cannot be reached if the other departments with whom the rep 
is dependent are not working in coordination. A rep cannot make promises to a customer 
account that he/she cannot him/herself trust. If a sales rep tells a customer that a new product 
will be available for sale on the first of the next month and it isn’t, the sales rep will miss a 
commitment. If a sales rep promises that a store promotion can be executed by a certain date 
and it doesn’t happen, that will imperil his/her ability to develop that customer relationship. If 
in response to a customer inquiry, the sales rep tells an account that he/she will follow up with 
data to answer the account’s question but the sales rep never does because another member of 
the team dropped the ball, that hurts the sales organization’s credibility.

Question 5 Consider the contrast between relationship and transactional selling. How does Grace’s interaction 
with Superstar underscore critical elements of relationship selling? Referencing specific themes 
from relationship theory, explain why Grace took the approach she did to resolve Superstar’s 
promotional error.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Specific support is provided in Ch. 2 slides (Chally’s “World Class Sales Excellence Research 
Report”). Important: the relationship is valuable to GAC and it is worth the effort to preserve, 
invest in and develop the relationship.
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Chapter 4
Question 1 Consider Grace’s experience with Mahwah Mangoes & More. What do you think is at the heart of 

the conflict? Explain.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Mahwah Mangoes & More feels that they pay a lot to stock GAC brand; the brand itself is 
good and consumers want it but feel like they aren’t getting the service from GAC they believe 
they should get given all they give. This is essentially about the give/get that is at the heart of 
value — the customer is focused on the give and feeling shorted by the get. They are essentially 
questioning whether the relationship is worth it for them — this can be a difficult obstacle for 
a provider to overcome.

Question 2 Consider Grace’s handling of the problem with Mahwah Mangoes & More. What is she aiming 
to do? Do you think her approach is correct? Why or why not? Are there other things you would 
recommend she do?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Grace is working both sides of the give/get ratio. After admitting that the delivery problem 
failed to deliver what the account deserved to get, she focuses John and Kerin’s attention on 
the future and proposes a solution which will both lessen their perception of their “give” and 
enhance their sense of “get.” The in-store promotion idea will help create a buzz around the 
smoothie line, potentially drive up store traffic and sales (a “get” for the account). Because 
GAC promises to absorb the full cost of the ad and take care of the logistics of the in-store 
promotion, the account won’t have to “give” anything to get this benefit (aside from featuring 
GAC’s smoothie in the weekly flyer). This is a very smart way to address the account’s 
dissatisfaction.

Question 3 Generally, what do you think are the pros/cons of a company recruiting salespeople from other 
departments within its organization? Do you believe this is a good idea? Why or why not?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Internal sources (+) — less expensive to train, hires have a sense of company culture, promotes 
a sense of “moving up from within”
Internal sources (–) — hires may not have sufficient sales ability, may be good at old roles but 
that’s no predictor of success in sales, old departments may be resentful if they are viewed as 
“breeding grounds” for moves into sales (can hurt boundarylessness)
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Chapter 5
Question 1 Grace expresses disappointment over her conversation with Lee Morgan. From a sales perspective, 

where did GAC drop the ball? Be specific in your explanation. In your estimation, what toll has 
this taken on the company’s relationship with the buyer?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer Similar to the situation with Mahwah Mangoes and More, Grace’s setback with Live Well stems 
from GAC’s shipping error. However, this aspect of the story addresses the reality that every 
customer is unique. Live Well’s situation is different than MM&M. First, Live Well is a very 
new account — it’s not only new to GAC, it is a very young business. When less experienced 
customers encounter a problem with a supplier, they may handle it differently. Live Well has 
taken this setback very personally. As Lee expressed, he felt like he had taken a chance on 
Grace because the bank took a chance on his business and she let him down. Grace, as a new 
rep, has taken this personally. It is critical for young, inexperienced reps to understand that 
emotions can run very deep in buyer-seller exchanges. Bonds of trust and commitment can 
be threatened and upset can be very personal — especially with small business buyers who 
are so vested in their company. The goal here should be to try to listen, absorb the customers 
frustration while not taking things personally, to apologize and correct for the mistake, show 
empathy and be responsive to concerns. Admitting and correcting the mistake is critical if the 
provider is to successfully move forward with the account.

Question 2 Reflecting both on Connor’s discussion with Joan Brewer in Chapter 4 and his discussion with 
Jerry Amato in Chapter 5, assess GAC’s recruitment strategy for: a) the open sales position and b) 
the positions in sales enablement.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer GAC should be more systematic about the hiring approach for both positions. It’s unclear but 
given how little Connor and Jerry know about the recruiting (even just for sales), there could 
be problems. For sales, it is important that Jerry (as the applicant’s eventual sales manager) 
be involved in the screening process. While Connor can provide support, it’s important that 
Jerry get firsthand insight into meeting and interviewing candidates. It is also important, 
for purposes of role clarity, that either Lauren or an existing rep get a chance to screen these 
applicants as well. Finally, when it comes to on-site interviewing, the company should be very 
procedural about who is involved in the interviewing process. Including a higher level sales 
exec like Greg Woodruff is probably a good idea and, if he’s included, he should be included in 
the process for all (not just some candidates). There should be a system by which the company 
determines which selection criteria are most important and what happens if/when there is 
disagreement among members of the interviewing team. Finally, for sales enablement, while 
it may be good for sales to be involved in the hiring of a new member of the sales enablement 
team, they will bring to the evaluation process their own set of needs/criteria (and potentially 
biases). The company should think very carefully about how they construct this selection 
process. If it is not done carefully, the company may set up a process whereby sales (rather than 
sales enablement) ends up being the primary decision maker for this hire.
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Question 3 Are there aspects of GAC’s sales recruiting design that you would change? If so, how and why? Be 
specific and explain.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Potential issues — establishing role clarity during the hiring process is critical; updated job 
profiles are important; manager who would be overseeing rep should be directly involved in 
hire/not designated to another manager; having sales involved in sales enablement hire may 
make some sense if there is potential for internal hiring going forward but this shouldn’t be 
the full purview of sales (enablement needs to serve primary role in hiring their own folks 
otherwise this can create tension).

Question 4 During Grace’s visit to one of the New England Market stores in Greenwich, she uses the 
opportunity management component within GAC’s CRM system. What are several pieces of 
information you believe she should expect to find in it about the account?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer The OMS provides great insight into account activity with a specific customer. In this case, the 
OMS would likely provide insight into the dates of the last order and last delivery, quantity 
ordered and delivered and information pertaining to previous orders (e.g. whether purchase 
levels have fluctuated up or down in recent history, whether there are new products involved in 
this order relative to previous orders, if there were problems/issues with previous orders, etc.).

Question 5 With respect to Grace’s visit to New England Market, Nathan’s Naturals, and Better Basics, how 
could Grace update the opportunity management system to reflect information learned during 
each of these visits? Why do you feel this information would be important to add to each account’s 
call history?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer Grace could add notation in the OMS for each of these accounts to reflect questions about 
inventory levels. For example, she might note in the New England Market store’s OMS that 
inventory levels appeared relatively low on the day of her visit. In contrast, she could note 
that inventory levels at Better Basics and Nathan’s Naturals appeared higher than expected. 
In isolation, this information would help her to engage each customer on making a good 
informed purchase decision during the next negotiation. In aggregate, Grace might also be 
able to identify trends across store types to see if there is something happening at the macro 
market level. For example, if inventory is low at larger stores like New England Market but 
high at smaller stores at Better Basics and Nathans Naturals and this trend holds across a 
broader sample, what might that mean?
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Chapter 6
Question 1 Reflect on and assess Grace’s interaction with Stan and Marcia Fleming taking place at the end of 

Chapter 5 and the beginning of Chapter 6. How do you think she performed?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Grace was unprepared; she didn’t have sufficient information to “solve the customer’s problem” 
(Chally research study in Ch. 2 slides) and failed to keep customer up to date on a major 
market development.

Question 2 From a sales management standpoint, how was GAC caught unprepared by the changing events 
surrounding the pandemic? Why is this important? What might the sales organization have done 
to be better prepared?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer As a company, GAC had under-estimated the threat of the pandemic. Believing it was isolated 
because it did not rely on foreign production, it did not adequately account for the chance 
that the virus would affect operations in the US. At a broad level, this shortcoming relates to 
insufficient market scanning. The pandemic hits most critical areas of concern (e.g., economic, 
political, natural, technological, social, etc.). The responsibility for this oversight is shared 
both by management — they should monitor the macro environment, identify threats and 
disseminate information to the rest of the organization so that everyone is prepared to respond 
— and by frontline personnel like sales reps. Even in her own limited experience, Grace had 
been seeing things (e.g. missed deliveries related to drivers who were mysteriously out of work, 
uneven inventory levels at various stores, masked shoppers, etc.) but unable and unprepared to 
connect the dots.

Question 3 Assess Grace’s visit to Vitamin Sea. What went wrong? Be specific. How does the concept of 
“value” figure into your assessment?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Vitamin Sea — store manager basically asks, “What are we getting from GAC?” She feels GAC 
would get a lot from having brand on store shelves but directly questions why GAC is special 
and why the store should prioritize its offerings over any other.
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Chapter 7
Question 1 Consider Connor’s “Midnight Musings.” Reflect on his concerns regarding GAC’s sales reps — 

what are the factors affecting salesperson performance? With respect to the information provided, 
explain how these factors relate to one another and have an effect on performance? What role 
does the pandemic play here?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Reps have a lot of responsibilities. Managers might err in providing too little oversight (use 
too much outcome-based control). There are also issues pertaining to role clarity (role conflict, 
role ambiguity). Stress/burnout can occur if reps are stretched too thin in large territories. The 
pandemic was heightening this effect as roles were changing overnight and no one (including 
managers) really knew what those roles were or how to navigate in uncertainty.

Question 2 Analyze Exhibit A. Based on your reading and your understanding of relationship selling, 
interpret what you see.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer The concept of lifetime value/ROI with customer is very important. It appears that GAC is 
doing better with key accounts than it is with independent accounts. That said, even within 
“independent accounts,” GAC does best with its largest accounts; profitability is improving 
with bigger accounts over time but appears to be actually getting worse with certain 
independent accounts. This can be supported with specific calculations.

Question 3 Now consider the following information:
Middle A’s Total Purchases for 4Q 2017: $200,000 (all brands in the product category)
Middle A’s Total Purchases for 4Q 2018: $240,000 (all brands in the product category)
Middle A’s Total Purchases for 4Q 2019: $285,000 (all brands in the product category)

How can the above data be used to provide additional insight into GAC’s relationship with 
Middle A? Does doing so change any of the conclusions you may have drawn in question 2?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer This additional data helps provide additional insight — even with larger accounts, GAC may 
not be doing as well as it thinks.
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Question 4 With respect to Anna’s explanation of her situation with Sunny:
a. assess Sunny’s experience in terms of service quality.
b.  aside from issues pertaining to service quality, identify another issue pertaining to GAC’s 

handling of Sunny.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Responsiveness — Anna failed to take phone calls at the height of the problem; GAC’s 
warehouse wasn’t responding
Reliability — Product was delivered but not in usable form
Empathy — Anna is trying to be empathetic, hear customer out, accept responsibility
Tangibles — product had missing or damaged labels (unprofessional)
Assurance — failure left customer questioning GAC’s competence; not confident in GAC’s 
ability to execute
Boundarylessness — Anna only found out about problem after the fact from customer; 
information not shared between parts of company (even now!)
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Bonus “Thought” Questions
Question 1 Consider various ways in which B2B markets might be segmented. Devise a customer 

segmentation strategy for GAC’s accounts. While a number of potential segmentation strategies 
could be employed, which do you think would provide the most effective way for GAC to 
understand its customers?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer Various segmentation approaches:
Big/Small accounts; independent/key accounts; numbers of stores; size of buying center

However the company segment, a critical distinction must be made between managing 
relationships with larger stores vs. smaller ones

Question 2 Identify an ethical dilemma in Part One. Explain why you believe the situation you identified in 
Part One constitutes an ethical dilemma. Consider the various ethical frameworks (utilitarian, 
deontology, rights-based ethics, virtue ethics) and, using one of the frameworks, explain how you 
would proceed if you were handling this dilemma.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer Though Grace originally thought the inventory/delivery issue at the New Jersey stores earlier 
in the week may have been a problem with a single driver being out sick, the pandemic sheds 
new light on the issue. That driver remains out sick — what if he remains out sick? What if 
other drivers get sick? What if the Flemmings are onto something and the pandemic affects 
the company’s ability to move product? Given this is her thinking, she needs to openly 
communicate this with Connor and encourage Connor to share this concern/possibility 
with New England Market and other accounts. Failing to disclose this information could be 
perceived as withholding info. Could consider this question through the lens of each ethical 
lens mentioned (e.g. virtue ethics — how would the virtuous person act? Deontological/Kant 
— what ought Grace do?).
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Question 3 With respect to crafting a “value proposition,” choose one of Grace’s customer experiences and, 
using details in the story, provide a recommendation as to how you think she might improve 
the value proposition for the customer you have identified. Make sure to explain the various 
components of the value proposition in your answer.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer The value proposition refers to how the sales organization can better communicate how the 
company, product (or brand) or rep can enhance value for the customer. Each of these three 
components deserves consideration. 
So, for example, with respect to the Vitamin Sea account:
Re: brand/product — GAC should communicate that it is a highly-sought-after brand with a 
diverse line of products and loyal base of customers which can help the store both deliver more 
effectively to existing customers and attract new ones
Company — GAC enjoys extended reach down the Atlantic coast; if the store has interest 
in expanding — perhaps to Miami — GAC is well-positioned to deliver, with warehouses/
production facilities throughout east coast.
Rep — Grace spends considerable time in southern CT; she studies trends in the region, 
knows the market and competitors well and understands stores like this one; accordingly, she 
can provide personalized insight into promotional strategies that work; if the store is interested 
in “experience”, Grace can devise co-branding opportunities that support/compliment the 
Vitamin Sea brand.
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